
 
Chlamydomonas Grant to Support Meetings of the Genome Group – DE-FG02-
03ER63695 – the Award was to Arthur Grossman – The grant was from September 
15, 2003 to September 14, 2006 
 
The funds for the Jamboree grant were used to support annotation of the genome, 
methods to improve annotation and also ways to interrogate the genome. The work 
helped in the generation of two major manuscripts. The work presented below was 
also supported by a similar grant awarded by NSF. 
  
I. Introduction 
 
Shotgun sequencing of the nuclear genome of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 
(Chlamydomonas throughout) was performed at an approximate 10X coverage by JGI.  
Roughly half of the genome is now contained on 26 scaffolds, all of which are at least 1.6 
Mb, and the coverage of the genome is ~95%.  There are now over 200,000 cDNA 
sequence reads that we have generated as part of the Chlamydomonas genome project 
(Grossman, 2003; Shrager et al., 2003; Grossman et al. 2007; Merchant et al., 2007); 
other sequences have also been generated by the Kasuza sequence group (Asamizu et al., 
1999; Asamizu et al., 2000) or individual laboratories that have focused on specific 
genes.  Shrager et al. (2003) placed the reads into distinct contigs (an assemblage of reads 
with overlapping nucleotide sequences), and contigs that group together as part of the 
same genes have been designated ACEs (assembly of contigs generated from EST 
information).  All of the reads have also been mapped to the Chlamydomonas nuclear 
genome and the cDNAs and their corresponding genomic sequences have been 
reassembled, and the resulting assemblage is called an ACEG (an Assembly of 
contiguous EST sequences supported by genomic sequence) (Jain et al., 2007).  Most of 
the unique genes or ACEGs are also represented by gene models that have been 
generated by the Joint Genome Institute (JGI, Walnut Creek, CA). These gene models 
have been placed onto the DNA scaffolds and are presented as a track on the 
Chlamydomonas genome browser associated with the genome portal (http://genome.jgi-
psf.org/Chlre3/Chlre3.home.html). Ultimately, the meeting grant awarded by DOE has 
helped enormously in the development of an annotation pipeline (a set of guidelines used 
in the annotation of genes) and resulted in high quality annotation of over 4,000 genes; 
the annotators were from both Europe and the USA.  Some of the people who led the 
annotation initiative were Arthur Grossman, Olivier Vallon, and Sabeeha Merchant (with 
many individual annotators from Europe and the USA).  Olivier Vallon has been most 
active in continued input of annotation information. 
 
 
I. Annotation Jamboree at the Joint Genome Institute – December, 2003 
The first meeting supported by grant DE-FG02-03ER63695 was held from December 7-
December 13, 2003 at the Joint Genome Institute facility in Walnut Creek, California. A 
list of researchers who participated in that meeting is attached as Addendum I to this 
report. This meet was primarily focused on: 



1. Introducing participants to the Chlamydomonas web site (www.Chlamy.org) and 
the Joint Genome Institute Chlamydomonas Genome Browser (http://genome.jgi-
psf.org/cgi-bin/browserLoad/461bc6c412a5837e7e020dc6. Much of the time and 
effort was devoted to teaching the participants how to use the browser. 

2. Introducing people to annotation and the different possibilities and criteria for 
annotating genes. Several different tools were introduced to the investigators to 
help with the annotation. These include criteria to examine similarity among 
encoded protein sequences and specific motifs and activities defined by the GO 
ontology, COG, KEGG and PFAM domains. 

3. Annotators were assigned specific tasks that were to be completed over a 2-4 year 
period. 

4. Lists of potential new annotators in different and complementary areas of biology 
were identified and contacted. Many of these new contacts contributed 
significantly to the annotation of the genome. 

1. The meeting was well attended by PIs, postdoctoral fellows and graduate 
students, introducing all participants to new concepts and teaching them to deal 
with genomic sequence information. 

2. There were also discussions of microarray data and the ways in which that data 
could be integrated in the genome database.  

 
II. Genomic and postgenomic data manipulation at Berkeley – July, 2003 
A second meeting was held in July, 2003 to discuss genome projects and post-genomic 
approaches. A summary of the July meeting, which was held in Berkeley, is given below:  
 
The meeting included several California laboratories (Kustu, Merchant, Niyogi, Melis 
and Grossman), as well as laboratories from other countries (Beck, Vallon), with 37 
people in attendance. The meeting was focused on biological issues relating to the new 
genomic information that was being assembled. The meeting schedule and the talks 
presented are listed below. 
 
Meeting at Berkeley, 2003 
 
Morning, July 3, 9:00 AM - Noon 
 
Chair: Tasso Melis 
Presenter 1: Chung-Soon Im (9:00-9:15) 
Title: Differential regulation of high-light activated genes in Chlamydomonas  
Presenter 2: Jeffrey Moseley (9:15-9:30) 
Title: The role of Psr1 in phosphorus deprivation responses. 
Presenter 3: Eric Soupene (9:30-9:55) 
Title: RNAi constructs for Rh1 of Chlamydomonas: Defects in growth at high CO2 and in 
CO2 regulation provide evidence that Rhesus proteins are gas channels for CO2. 
Presenter 4: Bill Inwood (9:55-10:00) 
Title: The Rh region of the Chlamydomonas genome. 
Presenter 5: Rachel Dent (10:00-10:15) 
Title: Functional genomics of photosynthesis: Approaches and problems. 



Presenter 6: Heidi Ledford (10:15-10:30) 
Title: Oxidative stress responses in Chlamydomonas. 
 
Coffee Break: 10:30 - 11:00 
 
Chair: Sabeeha Merchant 
Presenter 7: Hsu-Ching Chen (11:00-11:15) 
Title: Sulp1, a nuclear gene encoding a putative chloroplast-targeted sulfate permease in 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. 
Presenter 8: Yutaka Komine (11:15-11:30) 
Title: Genes for the regulation of the chlorophyll antenna size in Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii. 
Presenter 9: Jeanette Kropat (11:30-11:40) 
Title: A CuRE and Crr1-dependent Ni2+ responsive promoter for induced, reversible gene 
expression in Chlamydomonas. 
Presenter 10: Steve Tottey (11:40-11:50) 
Title: Different function of Crd1 homologs. 
Presenter 11: Jose del Campo (11:50-12:00) 
Title: Two Fe assimilation pathways? 
 
Lunch Break 12:00 - 2:15 Lunch Discussion: The establishment of tilling in C. 
reinhardtii. This discussion was for people involved in setting up tilling in 
Chlamydomonas and involved Olivier Vallon, Christoph Beck, Kris Niyogi, Arthur 
Grossman, Sydney Kustu, Sabeeha Merchant and Marilyn Kobayashi. This was an early 
stage development meeting to initiate TILLING in Chlamydomonas; currently there is a 
TILLING project headed by Kris Niyogi and Syndey Kustu. 
 
Afternoon Discussion Sessions, 2:15 - 5:30 
 
2:15 - 3:15 
Discussion 1. The genome sequence and its analysis. 
Discussion Leaders: Jeffrey Shrager, Diego Martinez and/or Dan Rokhsar (completion of 
sequence, use of genome information, links between databases, inclusion of microarray 
data etc). 
3:15 - 4:15 
Discussion 2: The generation and use of Chlamydomonas microarrays. 
Discussion leaders: Arthur Grossman, Kris Niyogi (experimental approaches, 
normalization, secondary effects in mutant strains, confirmation etc). 
 
Coffee Break: 3:15-3:45 
 
4:45 - 5:30 
General Discussion: The future of Chlamydomonas research. 
Discussion stimulators: Sydney Kustu, Arthur Grossman, Olivier Vallon, Christoph Beck 
and perhaps others. 



Possible topics: Map-based cloning, storage of the strains, RNAi, new technologies or 
technologies not yet used with Chlamydomonas, proteomic research, the next array etc. 
 
 
III. Small meetings over the next 18 months 
A number of small meeting were held during the year 2004 which involved people at 
Carnegie, Joint Genome Institute, Berkeley and UCLA (Sabeeha Merchant). These 
meetings were focused on: 
1. Keeping people informed concerning the progress of genome assembly and annotation 
issues. 
2. New projects being developed directly in response to the genome sequence. 
3. Establishment of ties with the European community to set up Chlamydomonas 
proteomic and metabolomics. 
4. Wider distribution of information and extending criteria used for annotation of genes. 
5. Setting directions for microarray projects and transcriptome analyses. 
 
IV. Meeting with the Joint Genome Institute in September, 2005 (September 23-24) 
This meeting was designed to resolve issues concerning problems with the genome 
browser, the addition of new information onto the browser, and the ways to improve the 
gene models. The major attendees of this meeting were Arthur Grossman, Sabeeha 
Merchant, Olivier Vallon, Daniel Rokhsar, Simon Pochnik, Jeffrey Moseley, Jeff 
Shrager, Renee Halbrook, Monica Jane, Harris Shapiro, Nick Putnam, Astrid Terri, Igor 
Grigoriev, Asaf Salamov, Yigong Luo and Diego Martinez.  
Some of the specific major issues that were discussed are given below. 
 
1. The complete file of ESTs and the ACEGs that were developed from the ESTs was 
transferred to people at the Joint Genome Institute. The transfer was made on Monday, 
Sept 26. This new set of ACEGs was mapped to the genome and used to improve the 
gene models. 
2. Igor Grigoriev made a new track of gene models which creates models at positions of 
the genome that match ACEGs (positions that weren't previously associated with a gene 
model) and also create a new track with gene models generated from ACEG information. 
The additional models were used if they were at least 50 amino acids long; only a 5-10% 
overlap with another model is allowed. 
3. Jeffrey Moseley will send the new genetic markers developed by the Stern laboratory 
so that the Joint Genome Institute could place them on the genome. It was also decided 
that the Joint Genome Institute would sequence about 40,000 ESTs from the mating 
Chlamydomonas strain which is called S1D2. This was completed and used to generate 
additional markers. 
4. Work was initiated to link annotation page of the browser to a publication 
identification page (similar to what has been done in NCBI).  This has established links 
between the genes, gene models and experimental information.   
5. Olivier Vallon and Sabeeha Merchant extended on generate guidelines for gene 
annotation that everyone in the community is using.  People assigned to an international 
annotation committee are listed below: Tentative list of people we could approach:  
Laurie Mets (carbon metabolism, chromatin)  
Heriberto Cerutti (DNA replication, transcription, RNA processing) 



Rachel Dent (photosynthesis, oxidative stress, light sensing) 
Patrick Ferris (mating, signaling, cell wall) 
George Whitman (flagella, basal bodies) 
Pierre Cardol (mitochondria) 
Martin Lohr (secondary metabolism) 
Emilio Fernandez (nitrogen metabolism) 
in addition to Jeff Mosely (mineral  nutrition), Sabeeha Merchant (metals, transporters), 
Olivier Vallon (proteases, chaperones), Arthur Grossman (chloroplast biology, other).  
6. It was decided that a track for the Volvox gene models will be placed onto the 
Chlamydomonas browser along with the Ostreococcus models once they become 
available. 
7. The Joint Genome Institute decided to map the 10,000 oligonucleotides used for array 
construction to the new assembly. This was completed and the array elements are now on 
the map 
8. The tRNA, rRNA and small RNAs were placed onto the scaffolds.  10. Sequences with 
similarity to chloroplast and mitochondrial DNA on the nuclear genome should be 
identified and indicated.  
9. The genome sequence was used to perform a chloroplast genome assembly since the 
assembly that had initially been performed included a lot of old, inaccurate sequence 
information.  
10. A summary of the physiological processes was made and annotation of those 
processes evaluated.  We could only do one or two of these processes at the time of the 
meeting but requests were made of all of the Jamboree attendees to help write this. 
11. Determine if the sequencing of the mating type locus in the minus strain has been 
done and do assembly of this locus (and compare to that of mating type plus).   
12. Filter out the fibroin, mucin homologies and other sequence runs of low complexity. 
 
V. Genomics of Chlamydomonas; New insights - meeting at Carnegie- March 18 
and 19, 2006 
The meeting was held at the Carnegie, Department of Plant Biology Seminar Room. 
Carnegie is on the Stanford Campus, right across from Forsythe Hall (260 Panama 
Street). The purpose was to facilitate genomic analyses using the genome information. 
The schedule of the meeting is given below: 
Saturday, March 18. 
9:00 - 10:00 - Gathering of people and coffee/some food. 
10:00 - 10:30 - Olivier Vallon/Sabeeha Merchant: Expert Annotation and Curation of 
the Chlamydomonas Genomic Sequence (Chlre3.0). Who are the annotators and what are 
they expected to do? 
10:30 - 11:00 - David Stern: Map-Based Cloning: Going from Mutant to Candidate 
Genes. 
11:00 - 11:15 - Kris Niyogi: TILLING; Progress and Problems. 
11:15 - 11:30 - Nik Pootakham: Sulfate Transport and Transporters. 
11:30 - 12:00 - Wallace Marshal: Cross-Species Merging of Proteomic and Gene 
Expression Data between Chlamydomonas and Metazoa. 
12:00 - 12:15 - Jeffrey Moseley: Bioelectricity from Algae. 
12:15 - 12:30 - Florence Mus: Hydrogen Metabolism of Chlamydomonas. 



12:30 -   2:00 - Lunch - Discussions - either people could go out for a quick lunch or I 
can have sandwiches brought in. 
2:00 -  2:30 - Jim Umen: The Cell Cycle of Chlamydomonas 
2:30 -  3:00 - Oliver Fiehn: Metabolite profiling in Chlamydomonas: State and 3:00 -  
3:15 - 3:30 - Renee Halbrook: Informatic Tool for ACEG Gene Model Comparisons 
3:30 - 3:45 - Simon Prochnik: Comparative Phylogenetics of Chlamydomonas 
3:45 - 4:00 - Rachel Dent: The Insertional Mutant Library. 
4:00 - 4:15 - Chung Soon Im: From Light to the Genome. 

 
4:15 - 4:45 - Break 

 
4:45- 7:30 - Discussion: The discussion dealt with various issues brought up during the 
talk as well as the issues presented below:  
Tool Development and Utilizations. 
Chlamydomonas book update. 
Chlamydomonas website - updates, future. 
Chlamydomonas Stock Center - Genomic tools, distribution and services. 
The use of tools for annotation. 
 
Sunday, March 19 
9:00 -  9:30 - Coffee/some food 
9:30 - 10:00 - Astrid Terry – Computational aspects of the Chlamydomonas genome 
browser and the meaning of the information on the browser. 
10:00 – Informal discussion 
Genome paper - Discussion led by Sabeeha, Jeffrey, Olivier, Arthur. Information 
included, further analyses needed, identification of facilitators.  
Improving Gene Models: Discussion of use of EST information and expression data. 
Other Areas of Discussion.  
Should we try to generate more international collaborations? 
Should be try to start a Cold Spring Harbor Course (EMBO Course)? An EMBO Course 
was developed and hosted in Geneve in September 2006. 
Should we try to have another round of special issue of a journal or a book that updates 
the community on the genomics. 
Should we try to get cDNAs completely sequenced or will the Japanese do that for us? 
 
ANNOTATION GUIDELINES FOR THE CHLAMYDOMONAS GENOME 
(VERSION 3.0) 
Goal 
A major accomplishment that resulted from the funding was the development of the 
annotation pipeline and the generation of a group of trained annotators 
 
Guidelines: 
The goal is to generate high quality annotation of all Chlamydomonas protein and RNA 
genes, to serve as a basis for an in-depth analysis of the genome. The input of the 
community has been necessary to complete and sometimes correct the automatic 
annotation generated by JGI. It makes a difference between “just another eukaryotic 
genome” and a reliable tool for generations of biologists. With a well-annotated genome, 



the work of the scientists will gain visibility and new investigators will be attracted to 
Chlamydomonas as a model organism. This work will serve as a basis for the publication 
of a “genome paper” which was recently submitted to Science (April 7, 2007). It has also 
served as the basis of a paper on novel metabolisms in Chlamydomonas (Grossman et al. 
2007). Both the Current Biology and the Submitted Science manuscripts are included as 
separate files. 
Annotators: Annotators that have been active on the previous 2.0 version have been 
joined by a number of new recruits, in order to attain the best possible coverage of all 
aspects of the biology of Chlamydomonas. An updated list of annotators with their 
contact information is maintained at www.chlamydomonas.info. If you identify areas that 
seem poorly covered, contact Olivier Vallon or Sabeeha Merchant to suggest new 
recruits. We will try to avoid excessive overlap of expertise, but some fields will need to 
be covered by more than one annotator. Annotators are encouraged to venture outside of 
their main field of expertise so that the annotation is as broad as possible without 
compromising quality. If you already are registered for version 2.0 annotation and have 
indicated your willingness to continue on version 3.0, your login and password will 
remain unchanged. If you are new to Chlamydomonas annotation, send an E-mail to 
Olivier Vallon <ovallon@ibpc.fr> stating your name, affiliation, chosen username and 
password and specifying the area of Chlamydomonas biology, the gene families or the 
pathways that you intend to cover. 
Annotation process: The Joint Genome Institute has generated gene models for protein-
coding genes using several algorithms. Those models that seemed most likely (“Filtered 
Models”) have been placed in a “Gene Catalog” track that now constitutes our reference 
list. Annotation consists of deciding whether the chosen model is correct, and if not, 
removing it from the catalog and promoting an alternative gene model. The annotators 
are in charge of curating various annotation fields, as described below. 
Note: No online tool is available for annotating RNA genes. Please contact Igor 
Grigoriev <IVGrigoriev@lbl.gov> regarding format and uploading process. 
A large body of automatic annotation is already available on the protein and transcript 
pages. In addition, the 
“link to ChlamyDB” on the protein page often leads to high quality annotation and 
references. Carefully read the 
JGI Help! page. It gives an excellent overview of the many tools available to identify the 
function of a gene. Also, see the page prepared for the poplar genome -- 
http://drnelson.utmem.edu/populus.anno.html. 
The Search page allows you to search all models (searches the annotation of the protein 
hits). It also allows you to search for items in the various alignment tracks and the gene 
models by name. The Advanced Search page 
will allow access to the Catalog and Filtered Model tracks. Fields searched include the 
automatic annotation and model name, plus the user-entered description, defline and gene 
name. Use the GO, KEGG and KOG pages for lists of genes that have been automatically 
assigned to a pathway or function. The “transcript” page, accessible via the “enter/edit 
annotation” button, offers several fields that can be filled individually, by clicking on the 
add button (or edit if you already have entered annotation for this gene). However, 
annotation should also be submitted in the spreadsheet format (see below, batch upload). 



When completing these fields, bear in mind that your annotation will eventually be 
translated into a Gene entry in NCBI. For an example of a Gene entry, see: 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=gene&cmd=Retrieve&dopt=full_repo
rt&list_uids=1036508 
Gene name. Make sure that you follow the gene naming guidelines accepted by the 
community 
(http://www.chlamy.org/nomenclature.html). In particular, refrain from adding a Cr 
prefix. To avoid duplicating 
gene names, check the list of roots. You can also use the 2.0 genome “Advanced Search” 
page (type for 
example: “FBP*” before calling a Frataxin-Binding Protein FBP1…). In case of 
conflicting names, as well as in every case where you have a question regarding 
annotation entered by someone else, we encourage you to 
communicate with other annotators, CC:ing to Olivier Vallon.  Note: You may choose to 
not enter a gene name, in which case an automatic ID will be generated by JGI. Note: 
Two concurrent gene models describing alternatively spliced variants will carry the same 
gene name. 
Defline. This field is mandatory and is part of the field “Name” in the “General protein 
information” section 
of the Gene entry, and will accompany the sequence in the Fasta format, right after the 
name. Note that a defline 
was not included in the version 2.0 annotation, so you will have to create one for each 
gene even if it was previously annotated. Several genes in a family can have the same 
defline. It should be a short (<85 characters) precise description of the gene product and 
if possible its main function(s). It should include the full standard name of the protein, 
but not the gene name, or acronyms or EC numbers or species name (“[Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii strain 21gr]” will be added automatically). Very often, the defline of a related 
entry in Swissprot can be used as such. Three examples of good names and deflines are 
shown below: 
name: HSP70A defline: Heat Shock 70kDa Protein, cytosolic 
name: PYR1L defline: Carbamoyl-phosphate synthase L chain 
name: defline:Conserved protein of unknown function, probably mitochondrial 
These in contrast, show a bad use of the name and defline fields 
name: hsp70A defline: hsp70A similar to HSP70 [Guillardia theta] gi|123456789 
name: Pyr1;1 defline: looks like EC 6.3.5.5, but N-terminus is missing 
name: C_12345 defline: unknown 
Use “similar to” only if you want to stress that the homology is uncertain. “Putative” 
means that the functional 
assignment is uncertain. “Hypothetical” means that this could be a gene, but that it is 
supported neither by 
homology nor experimental data. If similarity to a known gene in another organism is 
high enough to warrant 
homology, the absence of EST data is not a reason to reject that gene, but we suggest you 
list the model as 
“tentative”. They will still appear in the catalog. Pseudogenes, with or without EST data, 
can be indicated in the name and defline: 



name: CYN20-4_pseudo defline: expressed pseudogene; cyclophilin-type peptidyl-prolyl 
cis-trans isomerase 
Description. The entry in this field will be transferred to the NCBI Gene page in the field 
“Comment”. It can be 
as long as you want, provided that the information is accurate and useful to researchers 
not familiar with this type of protein. Include information about the functions of the 
protein, its domains, splicing variants, interactions or 
subcellular location, comments about its phylogenetic origin, relationship to paralogues 
and orthologues, 
clustering with genes of related function, or overlap with neighboring genes etc... With 
proper caution, you can 
input your wildest guesses here. Bibliographic reference documenting this gene in 
Chlamydomonas or other organisms can also be placed here. Rather than whole 
reference, use the Pubmed identifiers (PMID) directly copied from the bottom of the 
Entrez page. For example: PMID: 12185496. This will appear as a clickable link on the 
JGI transcript page, and later in the Bibliography section of the Gene entry. 
Examples: 
- Heat Shock Protein 70, cytosolic; dnaK-type molecular chaperone; involved in protein 
folding and 
disaggregation; PMID: 12185496 ; PMID: 15183846. 
- Carbamoyl-phosphate synthase (glutamine-dependent) Large chain (EC 6.3.5.5) (CarB); 
first step in pyrimidine 
biosynthesis; probably chloroplast-localized; more similar to bacterial than to higher 
plant enzyme; downstream 
of EC 1.2.3.4, also in pathway; a splicing variant exists, lacking exon 6. 
- Contains DUF1234, conserved domain of unknown function found in plants and fungi; 
TargetP prediction: 
mitochondrial (confidence: 2). 
Model notes. These notes will not be searchable but will be useful for any detailed 
analysis. If the model appears correct, choose « no issue » from the pull-down menu. 
Otherwise, you can either change the model (see above), or simply place your comments 
here, for future use by yourself or others. Indicate whether you suspect misassembly, e.g. 
“C-terminus probably represented by xxxxxx on scaffold zzz”. State how the model 
needs to be modified, e.g. “6th intron not supported by EST data”, "probably misses an 
N-terminal extension of 120-150 residues", or "should be fused with upstream gene 
model" etc... You can also place here a FASTA (<80 character lines) of your version of 
the transcript or predicted protein. In case of splicing variants / alternative transcription 
starts, you can either generate a new model, or describe variants in the model notes (if 
biologically significant, enter also in the description). As usual, be concise and precise. 
Disposition. Use this field to decide whether this gene model should appear in the 
Catalog. You can enter 
“catalog” if the model is correct, “tentative” if it is unsure but still the best available, or 
“delete” if this is not a 
gene or you want to replace it by a model from another track. Do not forget to “delete” 
the bad models, 



otherwise they will appear concurrently with the correct ones. In some cases, you may 
want to leave several 
concurrent gene models in the catalog, for example if you cannot decide which is best, or 
in the case of an 
alternative splicing. Note: “delete” does not delete the model or its annotation; it just 
removes it from the Catalog track. 
Evidence. At the time of upload to NCBI, the Fields “supported by EST” and “Related 
sequence information” 
will be filled automatically, from the ChlamyNRcDNAs, Chlre3ACEGs and EST blat 
tracks. If you fear that this 
automatic assignment will lead to an error, use the field “Evidence” of the JGI annotation 
page to enter  
correct evidence. For example, different gene models corresponding to alternatively 
spliced mRNAs will be 
supported by different sets of experimental evidence, not easily sorted out 
computationally. Overlapping genes 
also require that you distinguish which cDNA, EST or contig supports which gene. You 
can enter the accession 
number for a cDNA, an ACEG number from the chlre3 assembly, if necessary an EST, 
from a list of 
precompiled hits. You can also use the comment field of the EST evidence box 
Note: if there is no ambiguity, leave this field blank. 
Assessment, EST evidence: This assessment complements the above entry. Click Yes if 
there is cDNA data supporting the existence of the gene, but it does not appear on the 
browser (for example your own unpublished data). Click No if the evidence appears 
questionable (genomic contamination in the cDNA library, ambiguous mapping of the 
EST…). Place the relevant information in the “comments” box, we will use this data to 
edit the Gene entry. 
Assessment, Needs GO. This should be filled only if you want the Gene Ontology 
consortium to create a new 
category for this gene (see below). 
Functional annotation. This is based on the Gene Ontology and KOG classifications. 
Please refer to 
http://www.geneontology.org/ and 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_uids=1
2969510&dopt=Citatio 
n for details. At the time of transfer to NCBI, information will be fed automatically from 
the Automatic 
Ontology field, unless you fill in this field, so enter data here only if the automatic 
assignment has failed (false 
positives are not infrequent). Although this categorization may seem crude or even 
pointless at times, it is our 
only tool to automatically group genes by function, pathway etc… So consider it part of 
your effort to make the 
genome a useful tool in the long run. 
Problems, pitfalls 



Bacterial contamination: Some short scaffolds are highly similar or identical to bacterial 
genomes. It is not clear how this contamination has occurred, but it has led us to remove 
some of the scaffolds and corresponding gene models from the database. Other sources of 
contamination, in particular from the poplar genome, have been encountered. A list of 
removed scaffolds can be found on this website, but it is probably incomplete as only 
scaffolds with gene models were examined. We encourage annotators to carefully 
consider sequences that are highly similar to bacterial sequences, and to notify Olivier 
Vallon of any remaining annotation. 
Pseudogenes: Pseudogenes are regions of the chromosome that once were genes but no 
longer have the capacity to code for a functional product. This is largely a question of 
judgment, but frame stops, frameshifts, and absence of important sequence elements 
usually constitute the evidence. Absence of ESTs is not mandatory in designated a 
pseudogene, as promoters may remain active for a while after the gene has lost function. 
Mark pseudogenes in the defline and by adding “_pseudo” to their name.  
Repeat sequences: Repeats have been computed with RepeatMasker. Gene modeling 
algorithms used in version 3.0 tend to avoid these repeats. However, because of the GC 
rich nature of the genome, the analysis has resulted in some over-prediction, in particular 
of microsatellites. As a result, gene models in version 3.0 may display shortened exons. 
Consider using models derived from 2.0, found in the Chlre2_kg track. Note however 
that a fraction of these models suffer from another problem: erroneous computation of the 
start codon when it could not be mapped to 3.0. 
Creating or modifying gene models: If none of the proposed models appears correct, 
gene models can be created or edited, using a user-friendly interface described in detail 
at: http://genome.jgi-psf.org/Chlre3/tutorial/editor.html. After logging in (in the toolbar 
window), you can promote a gene model or a blast hit to a “Jam_Annotation” user track, 
then modify its exon boundaries and delineate a CDS. After choosing the appropriate 
strand, you can zoom in using the NA and AA buttons to visualize the nt sequence and its 
translation. 
NB: The consensus 5’ and 3’ intron splice sites in Chlamy are 
(A/C)(A/C)G^GTG(A/C)G and (A/G)CAG^(A/G). 
A branchpoint CTRAY usually followed by a poly-pyrimidine track, is found 10-30 nt 
upstream of the 3’ splice site. These features can be subject to important variations, and 
we encourage you to use EST data whenever possible. However, you must be aware that 
some ESTs, bordered by a Xho I site CTCGAG at their 3’ end, can be genomic DNA, and 
that the track “JGI ESTs” refers to the polymorphic S1D2 strain). The whole process can 
take several minutes per gene, and gene model editing should not stand in the way of 
obtaining a complete annotation rapidly. If time is pressing, you can simply leave a note 
in “model notes”, and then come back later to fix the model. 
The annotation spreadsheet: Every annotator receives the Excel file 
“Chlamydomonas_annotation.xls". In addition to the list of annotators, this file shows all 
the gene models that have been manually curated in version 2.0, next to the closest 
Filtered Gene Model in version 3.0 (if any). When the match was deemed unambiguous, 
the annotation has been transferred automatically: the cells have a white background in 
the Excel sheet and the models appear in red in the Catalog track of the browser. Gene 
models with a yellow background in the Excel sheet indicate a partial match, warranting 
reexamination of this assignment. Those with a green background have not been mapped 



on version 3.0, but usually they can be traced back using the “search track” function of 
the Search page. Entries in both the 3.0 model and 2.0 model columns are clickable links 
that take you directly to the protein page (for convenience, the web browser Firefox can 
be configured to open these as separate tabs in the same window). This table is ordered 
by « annotator(s) », then by « gene name », then by « 2.0 model ». Annotations entered 
by several people are grouped together, with the oldest annotation appearing first. We 
suggest that you start by reviewing genes for which you are the prime (first) annotator, 
but do not hesitate to annotate genes listed under somebody else’s name, even if they are 
still part of the annotation team: the genes belong to Chlamydomonas, not to us. Start by 
copying « your » section to the top of the file and work your way through these first. The 
provided file is "protected". So save the sheet as an editable file 
yourname_CHLRE3.xls", remove the protection (under « Tools ») and modify it as you 
annotate. Correct the fields when necessary (in many cases, redundant entries have been 
collated together), enter data where needed (don’t forget the defline), and when you are 
done with this model, enter « X » in the « done » column. To enter annotation for a gene 
not already in the file, simply insert a line. If the filtered gene model proposed is not 
correct, you can easily replace it by an appropriate model from one of the other gene 
model tracks (check that not only its overall structure, but also its sequence, is correct as 
some gene modeling algorithms take the liberty of introducing compensatory frameshifts, 
or allow in-frame stop codons). Start by selecting in the Excel sheet the line for the bad 
model, copy it and « insert copied cells », so as to duplicate the existing annotation. In the 
« 3.0 model » cell of the new line, replace the name of the bad gene model by that of the 
new one. In the disposition column, enter « delete » for the bad model and « catalog » or 
« tentative » for the new one. Modify annotation if needed, and click X in the « done » 
field for both models. 
Note: in some cases, you may want to keep several concurrent gene models in the catalog 
(alternative splicing). 
Note: you can copy and paste the new model name into a cell. But if you want it to 
remain a live url link, you must edit the link in the « = » feature field situated just above 
the spreadsheet. Replace not only the model name but also the id number (found in the 
protein FASTA), otherwise your cell will still link to the bad model. 
Note: the best way to access the content of such a cell is not by clicking on it (activates 
the link), but by clicking on a neighboring cell and moving to that cell with arrows. You 
can also right click and copy. 
Note: the “disposition” field is initially empty. If left empty it will be converted to « 
catalog » at upload. 
Note: make sure that only your name appears in the cells: “transcript annotation entered 
by:” and “userassigned ontology entered by:”, even if you are building from a preexisting 
annotation. 
Note: many genes have received by mistake an ontology annotation under the name of 
Olivier Vallon. It is the first line of the automatically-assigned annotation. Simply 
remove it if not appropriate. 
Batch upload of annotation: Every month, we will batch upload your collated 
annotation. At any time, you may enter annotation items one by one using the web 
interface. But we ask that you enter it also on the spreadsheet, and send it to Olivier 
Vallon <ovallon@ibpc.fr> every month. A reminder will be sent out, specifying the exact 



date at which files must be received to be included in the upload. That file should contain 
only the lines of your spreadsheet that you have marked with an X in the “done” column. 
Please send only the lines that you have worked on since the last upload, those with X or 
Y. Indicate your name and the date of upload by naming that file « 
yourname_CHLRE3_YYYYMMDD.xls ». Make sure you don’t alter column number or 
position, or your data will not be uploaded correctly. Olivier will check for errors, 
conflicting annotations etc, and get back to you in case of problem. Even if you annotate 
genes online one by one, for immediate display, do send to Olivier the batch annotation 
file for consolidation. At upload, all previous annotation of this gene model will be 
erased, including that of other annotators (this is why entering annotation only on line is 
dangerous). So always incorporate the views submitted by other annotators if pertinent. If 
your new annotation conflicts with that deposited by others, send them an E-mail with the 
old and new lines of the spreadsheet, asking for their consent (CC to Olivier Vallon). 
Most of the time, they will probably okay your change. In case disagreement persists, we 
will either make a call (sorry…) or combine the two annotations. After every upload, you 
will receive a new file, grouping all annotation entered at this stage. Work from that new 
file, so as to benefit from the annotation entered by others. Annotated uploaded in batch 
will be marked with a “U” in the “done” column to distinguish them from those carried 
over from version 2.0. You can always go back and work on those lines if additions or 
editing is needed, just replace U by X in the “done” column so that it is clear that changes 
have been introduced. In the interval between the upload and production of the new file, 
you can work with the old one, marking new entries by a “Y” in the “done” column 
(rather than X), then transferring these lines to the new annotation file. 
Your Most Interesting Findings: Make a note of your most interesting/bizarre findings, 
it will be useful when it comes to writing a genome paper. Ex: new gene family, unusual 
domain structure, evidence for horizontal gene transfer, unsuspected metabolic pathway, 
functional gene clustering, shortest exon, alternatively spliced variants with biological 
significance, overlapping genes, gene in an intron, exceptionally long UTRs etc... 
Whatever strikes you as deserving of further attention. 
 
Two manuscript that also couldn’t have been completed without support for the 
Annotation part of the work on the genome are provided as separate files. 
 
 
 
 


